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The perfect floor 
designed for your 
interior

Cutting-edge design and technology

Quick-Step’s design team follows the latest trends in fashion, 
architecture and interior design passionately to offer you a 
range of floors that are visually stunning and technologically 
advanced. Giving you the perfect interior today, and for 
years to come.

Quick·Step® makes it easy for you

At Quick-Step we don’t just offer a product, we offer a total 
solution. From floors to scotia and stair solutions, underlays, 
finishing profiles and accessories, our range of products 
guarantees a perfect result every time. As the inventor of 
the Uniclic® Multifit click system, Quick-Step also ensures a 
hassle free installation. The system enables you to click the 
planks together in no time using three different methods.

 
FOR LIVYN

A heart for nature

At Quick-Step, we are conscious that the world in which you 
want to live doesn’t consist of just stylish interiors. It is equally 
a world that radiates respect for our natural environment. 
That is precisely why we continually do our best to keep the 
environmental impact of our products and processes to a 
minimum.
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A lifetime of pleasure

Enjoy immediately

Unlike other wooden floors, there’s no post-installation 
work to do with your Quick-Step Timber floor. 
Which means no sanding, no dust, and no varnishing, 

oiling or painting at all. As soon as your Quick-Step Timber floor 
is installed, you'll be able to enjoy and use it immediately and for 
a lifetime!

Superior stain and scratch resistance

Enjoy your beautiful, natural floor for many years to come. Our 
factory-applied oiled and lacquered finishes mean our wooden 
floors are highly wear, stain and scratch resistant. Manufactured to 
the highest standards in Europe, laboratory tests reveals that S.R.T. 
coating shows a 30 fold improvement in the prevention of the fine 
scratching over standard coatings.

The design is in the detail

In order to reinforce the character of our engineered wooden 
floors, we strive for the perfect balance - paying attention to 
the smallest detail - between the nature of the real wood, the 
craftsmanship of structures, and the high-quality finishes. Thus 
providing you with a variety of authentic wooden floors.

MRF18OSP
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VAR3445H

A beautiful interior starts with a good foundation. The floor could be considered as the fifth wall and therefore it should not be 
overlooked. Whatever your style, whatever your room, Quick-Step has the right floor: from light, clean floors to warm brown classics 
and even reclaimed floors with knots and cracks. 

Create your 
own living 
space
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IMP1626

GMRF18SGSP

PAL1341

Want to see this floor in your own interior?  
Visit www.quick-step.com and try out our 
online Floor Advisor! Just upload a picture 

of your interior, select your favourite floors and find out 
which floor suits you best. 
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IMP1625PAL1348

GMRF18SBGSP
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PAL1345

MRF18MSP

VAR3446H
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GMRF18BBTSP

VAR3447H

IMP1624
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GMRF18TOSP

PAL1342

Want something different than a gloss finish? A matt finish is 
more forgiving of scratches and wear. Not to mention it is easier 
to keep clean, as the light reflection is lower on matt floors. 
Blackbutt 1 strip and Spotted Gum 1 strip are available in 
matt brushed finish, offering the beauty of the well-known and 
popular Australian species in a natural, rustic look.

IMP1623
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How to choose?
dimensions thickness grooves pack installation finishing warranty

READYFLOR 1 STRIP - AUSTRALIAN 
Long wide Australian timber single planks *

 14 mm 0 6 x  = 1.464 m2
Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 

more scratch resistant
 

READYFLOR 1 STRIP - INTERNATIONAL 
Long wide international timber single planks *

 14 mm 0 
 6 x  = 1.584 m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant 

 

READYFLOR 2 STRIP 
Long and wide  2 strip planks **

 14 mm 0 
 6x  = 2.032 m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant 

 

READYFLOR 3 STRIP 
Multtistrip planks

 14 mm 0 
 6 x  = 2.075 m2

 Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant

 

PALAZZO 
Long and wide oak single planks *

 14 mm 2 
 6 x  = 2.075m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant 

 

IMPERIO 
Extra long and extra wide single planks with an authentic look *

 14 mm 4 
 4 x  = 1.936 m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant

 

VARIANO 
Unique planks with a reclaimed look and pattern *

 14 mm 0 
 6 x  = 2.508m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant

 

182 x 14.5 cm

182 x 18.6 cm

182 x 19 cm

182 x 19 cm

220 x 22cm

220 x 19 cm

182 x 13.4cm

* up to 4 shorter boards per pack
** styles may vary

Please note: 1 strip boards feature nested lengths. At Quick-Step, we know that when you want a stunning one strip floor, you don't want 
it full of short boards (called nested lengths), that's why we minimise our nested length ratio lower than almost every other brand... to give 
you the look you deserve.
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dimensions thickness grooves pack installation finishing warranty

READYFLOR 1 STRIP - AUSTRALIAN 
Long wide Australian timber single planks *

 14 mm 0 6 x  = 1.464 m2
Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 

more scratch resistant
 

READYFLOR 1 STRIP - INTERNATIONAL 
Long wide international timber single planks *

 14 mm 0 
 6 x  = 1.584 m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant 

 

READYFLOR 2 STRIP 
Long and wide  2 strip planks **

 14 mm 0 
 6x  = 2.032 m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant 

 

READYFLOR 3 STRIP 
Multtistrip planks

 14 mm 0 
 6 x  = 2.075 m2

 Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant

 

PALAZZO 
Long and wide oak single planks *

 14 mm 2 
 6 x  = 2.075m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant 

 

IMPERIO 
Extra long and extra wide single planks with an authentic look *

 14 mm 4 
 4 x  = 1.936 m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant

 

VARIANO 
Unique planks with a reclaimed look and pattern *

 14 mm 0 
 6 x  = 2.508m2

Fisnished with S.R.T. coating - 30x 
more scratch resistant
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Types of wood

* Hardness Janka rating

 Blackbutt

Blackbutt is an Australian 
hardwood with excellent 
hardness. It may contain 
prominent gum veins and insect 
marks. It may also contain some 
fine surface cracks (known as 
surface checks).

 Jarrah

Jarrah is a very durable 
hardwood from Western 
Australia which ranges in colour 
from pale pink/grey to deep 
reds. Jarrah will darken after 
installation, turning a deeper 
red and becoming slightly more 
uniform in colour.

Oak

Oak is a popular hardwood from 
North America or Europe. 
It ranges in colour from pale 
straw to mid brown and offers 
distinctive and desirable grain 
patterns.

Kempas

Kempas is a very durable, reddish 
brown hardwood from South 
East Asia. Kempas should not be 
installed over heated subfloors. 
Kempas will tend to darken after 
installation. It will start pink to light 
red and turn to deep red over the 
first months of installation.

Merbau

Merbau is a reddish brown 
hardwood of excellent 
durability from South East Asia. 
It often contains a yellowish 
fleck in the grain.

 Tasmanian Oak

Tasmanian Oak is a blend of 
pink/straw coloured hardwood 
species of moderate hardness 
from Tasmania. Some small 
surface splits (known as checks) 
are an occasional characteristic 
of Tasmanian Oak.

 Spotted Gum

Spotted Gum is an Australian 
hardwood with wide colour 
variation and excellent 
hardness. It may contain some 
fine surface cracks.

 Sydney Blue Gum Gum

Spotted Gum is an Australian 
hardwood with wide colour 
variation and excellent hardness. 
It may contain some fine 
surface cracks..

The details make the difference
Each timber floor has its own story and a unique look and feel. The Quick-Step designers carefully select the structure, treatment, finishing and bevel, 
perfectly in line with the character of each floor design.

The wood species you choose determines the colour, surface texture and feel of your floor - and by consequence the whole atmosphere of your 
interior. In this collection, you can choose from several wood species. All Australian wood varieties are graded as per AS2796 Standard and better. 
This grade includes knots, gum veins, fine cracks, and other natural features of Australian Eucalyptus.

The Janka Rating is a measure of the resistance of the wood to 
indentation. The higher the number, the harder the timber. All Quick-
Step ReadyFlor® products feature a hardwood surface and core.
Blackbutt, Spotted Gum and Kempas are not  recommended with 
heated sub-floors.

*9.1

*8.5 *6.0 *approx. 7.0 *approx. 8.6

*5.6 *11 *7.5
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PAL1346 IMP1623

VAR447H

PAL1345 GRMF18SGSP IMP1623

IMP1625

PAL1344

PAL1341

Grading

Treatment

Nature

Wood with knots. Variation in 
colour and structure allowed.

Marquant

Wood with large knots. Lively 
variation in colour and structure.

Character

Wood with large dark filled 
knots and cracks. Lively variation 
in colour and structure with a 
rustic appearance

Finishing

 Matt finish

A matt gloss giving the floor a 
very natural look.

 Gloss

A gloss finish adds elegance.

 Oiled

An oiled finish is matt and true 
to nature.

Bevel

 V-groove

Distinctive grooved edges offer 
the look of an expansive solid 
plank floor.

 Brushed

By brushing the surface of a 
woodplank the natural grain 
structure is accentuated. Some 
of our floors even have a deep 
brushing to create an extra 
authentic feel.

 Saw cut

The texture of the sawcuts in the 
wood surface adds a reclaimed 
finish to the floor.

 Scraped

A hand-scraped surface 
treatment that gives a crafted, 
hand-worked finish to your floor, 
adding authenticity to the look.

Please note: Remember that every wood floor is different, and will always vary from any images or samples in colour grain and features. 
The illustrated patterns and colours are only an image and not a full overview of all the different nuances within the natural unique design of 
a wood floor. For a representative view of the surface structure and variation of a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask 
your dealer for more advice. 
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BLACKBUTT 3 STRIP* 
GMRF18BBT

TASMANIAN OAK 3 STRIP 
GMRF18TO

SPOTTED GUM 3 STRIP 
GMRF18SG

JARRAH 3 STRIP 
GMRF18J

SYDNEY BLUE GUM 3 STRIP 
GMRF18SBG

BLACKBUTT 2 STRIP 
GMRF18BBTDP

TASMANIAN OAK 2 STRIP 
GMRF18TODP

SPOTTED GUM 2 STRIP 
GMRF18SGDP

JARRAH 2 STRIP 
GMRF18JDP

SYDNEY BLUE GUM 2 STRIP 
GMRF18SBGDP

BLACKBUTT 1 STRIP 
GMRF18BBTSP

TASMANIAN OAK 1 STRIP 
GMRF18TOSP

SPOTTED GUM 1 STRIP 
GMRF18SGSP

JARRAH 1 STRIP 
GMRF18JSP

SYDNEY BLUE GUM 1 STRIP 
GMRF18SBGSP

 
MATT BRUSHED BLACKBUTT 1 STRIP 
MBMRF18BBTSP

 
MATT BRUSHED SPOTTED GUM 1 STRIP 
MBMRF18SGSP

GMRF18 
182 x 19 cm    14 mm

GMRF18 
182 x 18.6 cm    14 mm

GMRF18 
182 x 13.4 cm    14 mm

MBMRF18 
182 x 13.4 cm    14 mm

READYFLOR AUSTRALIAN*
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WHITE OAK 3 STRIP 
MRF18O

KEMPAS 3 STRIP* 
MRF18K

MERBAU 3 STRIP 
MRF18M

WHITE OAK 2 STRIP* 
MRF18ODP

KEMPAS 2 STRIP* 
MRF18KDP

MERBAU 2 STRIP* 
MRF18MDP

WHITE OAK 1 STRIP 
MRF18OSP

KEMPAS 1 STRIP* 
MRF18KSP

MERBAU 1 STRIP 
MRF18MSP

MRF18 
182 x 19 cm    14 mm

MRF18 
182 x 18.6 cm    14 mm

MRF18 
182 x 14.5cm    14 mm

Treatment:   Brushed  Deep brushed  Saw cut  Scraped | Finishing:   Matt finish  Gloss finish   Oiled Finish

READYFLOR

* This product is exclusively available in Australia. 
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* This product is exclusively available in Australia. 

   NATURE
PURE OAK MATT 
PAL1341

   MARQUANT
OLD GREY OAK MATT 
PAL1346*

    MARQUANT
VINTAGE OAK MATT 
PAL1344*

   MARQUANT
MOCCA OAK MATT 
PAL1348

   NATURE
FOSSIL OAK MATT 
PAL1342

   MARQUANT
LIMED GREY OAK 
PAL1345

PAL 
182 x 19 cm    14 mm

   MARQUANT
PAINTED WHITE OAK EXTRA MATT 
VAR3445H

   MARQUANT
CHAMPAGNE BRUT OAK EXTRA MATT 
VAR3446H

   MARQUANT
ROYAL GREY OAK EXTRA MATT 
VAR3447H

   MARQUANT
ESPRESSO BLEND OAK EXTRA MATT 
VAR3448H

VAR 
220 x 19 cm    14 mm
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   MARQUANT
PURE OAK MATT 
IMP1623

   MARQUANT
NATURAL HERITAGE OAK OILED 
IMP1624

  CHARACTER
NOUGAT OAK OILED 
IMP1626

   CHARACTER
CARAMEL OAK OILED 
IMP1625

IMP 
220 x 22cm    14 mm

Treatment:   Brushed  Deep brushed  Saw cut  Scraped | Finishing:   Matt finish  Gloss finish   Oiled Finish

EVERY 
6-12 MONTHS

PERIOD 1
1 cap/5l water

PERIOD 4
1 cap/5l water  DRY  2-4 caps/5l water

PERIOD 2
1 cap/5l water

PERIOD 3
1 cap/5l water
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Quick•Step® 
OIL CARE
QSCARE750 

Contents: 750ml

If you take care of your Quick-Step oiled floor from the start, it will 
age beautifully and you will delay the need to re-oil. Compare this 
to moisturising your hands; you wash them regularly, but by doing so 
your hands become dry. A good moisturiser protects your hands. The 
Quick-Step Oil Care does the same with your oiled floor: it protects 
and maintains your floor, preventing it from drying out and looking dull, 
restoring it to its original beauty. Naturally, wood flooring will mark and 
scratch from day one. However proper maintenance will keep your floor 
looking better for longer.

Quick•Step® 
MAINTENANCE OIL
QSWMAINTOILW / QSWMAINTOILN 

 1 L (will cover 75 m2)

For damaged floors and for yearly maintenance, Quick-Step offers 
the Quick-Step Maintenance Oil. Available in white and transparent. 
Quick-Step Maintenance Oil white QSWMAINTOILW
Quick-Step Maintenance Oil transparent QSWMAINTOILN

Oiled timber floor care



Install your floor without a hassle!

1  Effortless installation, thanks to the 
Uniclic® Multifit click system

Quick-Step is the inventor of the Uniclic® 
Multifit installation system, today the standard 
click-to-install system. Use this revolutionary 
and patented click system to effortlessly click 
your floor planks together.

2  Install your floor anywhere, even 
on floor heating

Quick-Step timber floors are perfect for 
installing over floor heating when combined 
with the right underlay. Some species are not 
suitable, see page 14.

3  Watch the videos

See for yourself how easy it is to install a 
Quick-Step floor in our installation videos. 
Discover them on www.quick-step.com

For a perfect installation, check out the installation videos on bit.ly/ytquickstep

Quick•Step® 
INSTALLATION KIT

Quick•Step® 
HANDSAW

STEP 1
INSTALLATION

QSTOOLQSTOOLSAW

Installation tools

Install your timber floor in an easy and professional way with the handy Quick-Step installation tools.
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Underlay is not an idle luxury

CLICK on timber

Installing your timber floor is easy thanks to the patented Uniclic® 
Multifit click system. A good underlay has a major impact on the 
final look, quality and comfort of your Quick-Step timber floor. 

• Quick-Step underlays maintain their initial thickness over the 
years and provides excellent acoustic insulation.

• A Quick-Step underlay levels and helps to prevent small 
irregularities.

• A Quick-Step underlay comes with a self-adhesive strip and a 
pre-integrated damp proof membrane (DPM) which protects 
your floor from rising damp , with a water vapour resistance of 
greater than SD=75M.

• Suitable for floor heating and/or cooling.
• All Quick-Step underlays offer a stable base which protects the 

Uniclic® Multifit system against heavy furniture and heavy short 
term loads such as high heels.

For the best results always start with a level subfloor. Make 
sure it’s completely dry and free of dust and grease. 
For more advice about preparing your subfloor, visit 
www.quick-step.com or your local Quick-Step retailer.

Quick•Step® 
COMBI-LAY STANDARD
Contents:  
1 roll = 20 or 50 m² 
Thickness: 2 mm

Combi-Lay Standard is no normal underlay. The dense, closed cell 
polyolefin foam provides excellent support, with good reduction of 
both reflected and impact noise.

Quick•Step® 
QUIET-STEP COMBI-LAY
Contents:  
1 roll = 20 or 50 m² 
Thickness: 2 mm

Quiet-Step Combi-Lay is the first choice where a quiet step sound and 
maximum reduction in multi-storey noise is required. This high density 
underlay has no match when it comes to reducing foot fall noise, with a 
reduction of up to 30% over standard underlays.

C-LAY50

QSC-LAY50

C-LAY20

QSC-LAY20

GLUE

Quick-Step Timber can also be glued down.
• Spreads easily and guarantees fast adhesion.
• Damp-proof.
• Suitable for floor heating and/or cooling.
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STEP 2
FINISHING

Quick•Step® 
SCOTIA*
240 x 1.7 x 1.7cm

The veneer timber scotia is perfectly matching 
in colour, gloss level and structure with your 
Quick-Step timber floor. *Quick-Step Scotia is 
exclusively available in Australia.

Quick•Step® 
INCIZO® EXPANSION PROFILE

Quick•Step® 
INCIZO® TRANSITION PROFILE

Quick•Step® 
INCIZO® ADAPTER PROFILE

Quick•Step® 
INCIZO® STAIR PROFILE

Quick•Step® 
INCIZO® END PROFILE

Scotia

Quick-Step Incizo

Quick-Step’s real wood Incizo® profile is a multifunctional finishing tool. 
One and the same profile can be used for all the finishes of your floor and stairs, in the matching 
colour. Simply cut the Incizo® basic profile to the shape required using the supplied slitter.
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Finish perfectly
Finish your floor perfectly with the Quick-Step scotia and profiles.

QSSCOT(-)



Quick•Step® 
INCIZO® TIMBER PROFILE
QSWINCP(-) 
Dimensions: 215 cm x 5.4 cm x 1.7 cm 
Contents: 1 Incizo®, 1 slitter, 1 plastic rail

Quick•Step® 
INCIZO® ALUMINIUM SUB-PROFILE FOR STAIRS
NEWINCPBASE(-) 
Dimensions: 215 cm x 7.35 cm x 1.2 cm

The Incizo® stairs finishing cannot be used for commercial applications.  
To be ordered separately, including plastic strip.

The Quick-Step Incizo® profile gives you a whole range of solutions for your stairs.

Stairs and steps 

Always glue the floor panels on 
the stairs of your staircase.
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Keep your floor in top condition

Quick•Step®

CLEANING KIT
QSCLEANINGKIT 
Contents: mop holder, washable microfiber 
mop, Quick-Step Cleaning product 750ml 

All Quick-Step cleaning products are 
specifically developed for Quick-Step floors. 
They cleanse the floor surface thoroughly 
and maintain the original look of your floor. 
No residual layers of cleaning product are 
left behind. Naturally, wood flooring will 
mark and scratch from day one. However 
proper maintenance will keep your floor 
looking better for longer.

Also available:
Quick•Step®

CLEANING PRODUCT
QSCLEANING750

STEP 3
CLEANING

Quick•Step® 
REPAIR KIT
Contents: melting knife, cleaning comb,  
7 wax blocks, sanding pad

Light damages can easily be repaired in the 
original colour with the Quick-Step Repair Kit. 
Simply recreate the colour of your damaged 
planks with one of the seven wax pieces 
selected to cover all Quick-Step colours.

QSREPAIR

Check the specific colour 
combination for your floor on 
www.quick-step.com

Top tips to keep your floor in top 
condition: Placing dirt trapping 
mats at external entrances and felt 
floor protectors under all furniture is 
recommended.  
Where possible, use rubberised 
castors and wheels designed for 
hard flooring and vinyl chair mats 
under castor wheels and office 
chairs. Remove small stones and 
grit with a soft bristle broom or 
vacuum to help prevent scratching. 
Quick-Step Timber should also be 
protected from excessive heat and 
sunlight. The use of steam mops 
and stiletto heels should also be 
avoided. For regular maintenance, 
use the Quick-Step Timber 
Cleaning Kit for best results.
(For full maintenance guidelines go 
to www.quick-step.com)

Watch our 
repair movie 
showcasing how 
to repair your 
timber floor.
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 More than 75% recycled, sustainable wood
 We use carefully screened raw materials
 We invest in energy-efficient production

Wood is the only renewable source material for floor 
coverings and for many years Quick-Step has gone 
the extra mile to limit the environmental impact of 
its activities. All the wood used to manufacture our 
engineered wooden floors is sourced from sustainably 
managed forests. Moreover, our glue, lacquer and 
oil meet the strictest international emission norms and 
we only work with efficient and durable production 
processes. All of this means you can simply enjoy your 
wooden floor knowing it was made with respect for 
the environment.

www.quick-step.com

Timber is a living product. If not properly manufactured, prepared, treated or installed, timber flooring can warp, twist or delaminate and generally 
behave in a manner quite contrary to your expectations. 

It’s only natural...

Remember, Timber is a natural product, and all Australian varieties are 
graded according to AS2796 standard and better. This provides for a 
selection of gum veins, knots and other natural features in line with the 
beauty of Australian hardwoods. Colour variation is also to be expected 
and distinguishes your Quick-Step Timber as natural timber, not a 
manufactured imitation. While Quick-Step Timber is certainly resistant 
to day-to-day life in both residential or commercial applications, 
Quick-Step Timber is genuine timber flooring therefore proper care and 
maintenance is required to avoid unnecessary marking and scratching. 
Also remember that there is always some slight noise associated with 
any wood flooring systems, this is a normal part of wood flooring and 
may vary from time to time with the climate.

It's essential to create a habitable & timber friendly indoor 
environment

Timber floors should not be installed more than two weeks prior to a 
new dwelling being occupied and curtains, blinds and/or window 
tinting being installed so that the floor will experience normal ‘interior’ 
conditions. Otherwise, extreme indoor conditions may lead to cracking, 
shrinking, cupping or other distortion of the wood flooring. 
Such damage resulting from extreme conditions is not covered 
by warranty.

Important timber facts
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Matching Accessories Guide

Your floor deserves a perfect finish 

Flawlessly matching accessories are available in all Quick-Step timber products. Quick-Step is committed to perfecting all aspects of flooring by meticulously 
colour-matching trims and profiles for all applications including stairs across all timber ranges. See pages 22 for more information on available accessories.

Product code Product description
Quick-Step Scotia 

More info see page 22
Quick-Step Incizo® 

More info see page 22

ReadyFlor 1-strip

GMRF18BBTSP BLACKBUTT QSWSCOT01871 QSWINCP01871

GMRF18TOSP TASMANIAN OAK QSWSCOT01874 QSWINCP01874

GMRF18SGSP SPOTTED GUM QSWSCOT01872 QSWINCP01872

GMRF18JSP JARRAH QSWSCOT01873 QSWINCP01873

GMRF18SBGSP SYDNEY BLUE GUM QSWSCOT01875 QSWINCP01875

MBMRF18BBTSP MATT BRUSHED BLACKBUTT QSWSCOT01865 QSWINCP01865

MBMRF18SGSP MATT BRUSHED SPOTTED GUM QSWSCOT01866 QSWINCP01866

MRF18OSP WHITE OAK QSWSCOTAU01335 QSWINCP01335

MRF18KSP KEMPAS QSWSCOT01867 QSWINCP01867

MRF18MSP MERBAU QSWSCOTAU01357 QSWINCP01357

ReadyFlor 2-strip

GMRF18BBTDP BLACKBUTT QSWSCOT01871 QSWINCP01871

GMRF18TODP TASMANIAN OAK QSWSCOT01874 QSWINCP01874

GMRF18SGDP SPOTTED GUM QSWSCOT01872 QSWINCP01872

GMRF18JDP JARRAH QSWSCOT01873 QSWINCP01873

GMRF18SBGDP SYDNEY BLUE GUM QSWSCOT01875 QSWINCP01875

MRF18ODP WHITE OAK QSWSCOTAU01335 QSWINCP01335

MRF18KDP KEMPAS QSWSCOT01867 QSWINCP01867

MRF18MDP MERBAU QSWSCOTAU01357 QSWINCP01357
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Product code Product description
Quick-Step Scotia 

More info see page 22
Quick-Step Incizo® 

More info see page 22

ReadyFlor 3-strip

GMRF18BBT BLACKBUTT QSWSCOT01871 QSWINCP01871

GMRF18TO TASMANIAN OAK QSWSCOT01874 QSWINCP01874

GMRF18SG SPOTTED GUM QSWSCOT01872 QSWINCP01872

GMRF18J JARRAH QSWSCOT01873 QSWINCP01873

GMRF18SBG SYDNEY BLUE GUM QSWSCOT01875 QSWINCP01875

MRF18O WHITE OAK QSWSCOTAU01335 QSWINCP01335

MRF18K KEMPAS QSWSCOT01867 QSWINCP01867

MRF18M MERBAU QSWSCOTAU01357 QSWINCP01357

Palazzo

PAL1341 PURE OAK MATT QSWSCOT01341 QSWINCP01341

PAL1342 FOSSIL OAK MATT QSWSCOT01342 QSWINCP01342

PAL1344 VINTAGE OAK MATT QSWSCOT01344 QSWINCP01344

PAL1345 LIMED GREY OAK MATT QSWSCOT01345 QSWINCP01345

PAL1346 OLD GREY OAK MATT QSWSCOT01346 QSWINCP01346

PAL1348 MOCCA OAK MATT QSWSCOT01348 QSWINCP01348

IMPERIO

IMP1623 PURE OAK MATT QSWSCOT01341 QSWINCP01341

IMP1624 NATURAL HERITAGE OAK OILED QSWSCOT01334 QSWINCP01334

IMP1625 CARAMEL OAK  OILED QSWSCOT01354 QSWINCP01354

IMP1626 NOUGAT OAK OILED QSWSCOT01626 QSWINCP01626

VARIANO

VAR3445H PAINTED WHITE OAK EXTRA MATT QSWSCOT01629 QSWINCP01629

VAR3446H CHAMPAGNE BRUT EXTRA MATT QSWSCOT01630 QSWINCP01630

VAR3447H ROYAL GREY OAK EXTRA MATT QSWSCOT01631 QSWINCP01631

VAR3448H ESPRESSO BLEND OAK EXTRA MATT QSWSCOT01632 QSWINCP01632



FOLLOW US ON  

 www.facebook.com/QuickStepFloors    www.youtube.com/quickstepfloor  www.youtube.com/PremiumFloorsAU 

 plus.google.com/+quickstep    www.pinterest.com/quickstepfloor    @QuickStepFloor

www.quick-step.com

Try our floor advisor

Curious to know what a Quick-Step Timber floor would look like in your own interior? Try our online Floor Advisor: choose a floor, upload a picture on www.quick-
step.com and see which floor fits best.
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Your Quick•Step® point of sale

Quick•Step® is a quality product produced by   bvba – division Flooring, Ooigemstraat 3, B-8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium, Europe. COVERPHOTO VAR3448H.
Product images may differ from actual product. The availability of products, or the products themselves, may change at any time without notice.  
Content © 2016-2017 by   bvba – division Flooring.
All rights reserved. The contents of this brochure may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior written permission from the publisher. 

www.quick-step.com

Auckland Tel.: 09 476 0428


